
With the imminent completion of Vista Tower, Chicago 
architect Jeanne Gang lays claim to the two tallest 
buildings in the world designed by a woman (the other 
being neighboring Aqua Tower). Topping out at 1,198 
feet, Vista is Chicago’s third tallest building. Three 
interconnected volumes are clad in a gradient of  
blue-green glass that give rhythm to the composition. 
A “blow-through” floor on the tallest stack is hard to 
miss, added late in the design process to lessen 
building sway and make high-floor habitation more 
comfortable. Vista will contain 406 luxury condos and 
a 192-room five-star hotel.

Arguably, Vista’s chief contribution to Chicago lies in 
its monumentality and location. The tower intersects 
with two historic axes: the river and the Lake Shore 
Drive view corridor. It patches a hole in the skyline  
at this key spot long lacking a focal point. Nor is  
this siting an afterthought for the building’s owner  
and future occupants, many of whom will enjoy  
uninterrupted views for miles.

It is also worth considering Vista’s footprint, which 
takes up just one-third the ground area of Willis Tower. 
How a building exists in context is often a greater 
determinant of its success than aesthetics. Designing 
a slender base helps a building integrate with the 
surrounding streetscape and forge physical 
connections beneficial to the larger community. In 
important ways, Vista investigates the notion of 
vertical community and the “connected  skyscraper.” 
Joint residential and hotel amenities on upper levels 
foster social interaction, the building’s rippling 
volumes allocate exterior green space at  varied 
heights, and a much-needed pedestrian path 
connects the Lakeshore East community to the 
Chicago Riverwalk.
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Further reading:
Jeanne Gang’s Vista: A ‘proud and soaring thing’—with a flaw. 
Edward Keegan, Crain’s Chicago Business, February 26, 2020. 
Vista Tower case study. Jeanne Gang and Juliane Wolf, 
CTBUH Journal, Issue IV, 2019.
Vista Tower tour reveals engineering secrets. Blair Kamin, 
Chicago Tribune, September 3, 2019. 
Vista Tower. Architect’s project page.
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